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About us
Brace4Impact (B4i) was formed in May of 2015 and within the first year recorded an
Demo and headed out on a 10 state tour performing in 13 clubs to support the first
release.

Second year the band headed back into the (studio Steampunk Audio labs in Glendale
Arizona) and are heading out on a National Tour with Flaw and Righteous Vendetta
covering over 20 shows. Tao one of the founders of B4i after returning from their tour will
be heading back out on another national tour to play bass for The World’s Only Rustic
Outlaw Southern Hard Rock Band
2 IN THE CHEST on what is called The Awareness Tour 2017.
Already receiving an endorsement with impact pick and many others well on the way of
confirmation, Tao an 8 string guitar slinger strives to continue being a touring musician
that can best represent the companies that represent him and or his projects, and do it
with loyalty to the sponsors.

Press
• Read Entire Interview HERE
• Have any of you played in other bands? Chino - We have all been in bands,
some of us far back as high school, but as you can see we're all still writing music,
just better at it. Please don't interpret that as arrogance, I simply mean practice
makes perfect lol.
• How is it that you started playing music? Chino: I can't speak for the other
guy's but I knew I was drawn to playing the guitar that it was the only thing I would
think of so naturally finding other musicians to develop that it would happen to be.
• What are your names? / Who plays what? / How old are you? The band
consists of Chino 42 plays the 8 string guitar and mainly responsible for crafting the
melodies by presenting the work in complete form except for the drum programming
in which our drummer Phil 40 will embellish his take on it and finalizing the musical
structure and last but not least our singer the Alchemist 36 lends his words to the
music. We have Danny Guerry 30 singer/guitarist of Souls Condemned assisting as
second guitarist and Martin Baldenegro 29 on bass

